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ABSTRACT: Water-in-water (w/w) emulsions are attractive micro-compartmentalized platforms due to their outstanding
biocompatibility. To address the main disadvantage of poor stability that hampers their practical application, here we
report a novel type of polymer-protein conjugate emulsifier obtained by Schiff base synthesis to stabilize w/w emulsions.
In particular, the proposed mild approach benefits the modification of proteins of suitable size and wettability as particulate emulsifiers retaining their bioactivity. As demonstrated in a model system, the methoxy polyethylene glycol (mPEG)urease conjugate particles anchor at the w/w interfaces, where they serve as an effective emulsifier-combined-catalyst and
catalyze the hydrolysis of urea in water to ammonium carbonate. Our study is unique in that it employs bioactive particles to stabilize w/w emulsions. Considering the characteristics of all-aqueous, compartmental and interfacial biocatalysis
of the system, it will open up new possibilities in the life sciences.

As a typical compartmentalized system,1 emulsions are
of particular interest because the numerous droplets can
on the one hand confine and enrich cargos in separated
microenvironments,2-3 while on the other hand facilitate
exchange of substances with the continuous phase by
interface control when desired.4-5 In addition, their intrinsic properties of high interfacial area6-7 and micrometerscale distances of mass transfer make emulsions promising candidates for encapsulation and delivery8-9, reaction
and separation10-11, as well as in the synthesis of functional
materials.12-14 Despite the extensive success of emulsions
in various fields, exploring their biological applications is
considerably hampered due to the use of organic solvents
as emulsion-forming liquids15, which may be harmful to
labile cargos such as living cells or proteins or potentially
toxic to the spaces they might be introduced. In this context, many efforts have been devoted to develop biocompatible emulsions by the employment of aqueous twophase systems (ATPS).16
Water-in-water (w/w) emulsions are formed when two
aqueous solutions consisting of incompatible polymers
are homogenized, as long as the composition is above the
threshold for phase separation.17 The oil-free and allwater nature distinguish w/w emulsions with inherent
superiority from their counterparts of water-oil emulsions,
in compartmentalization of biological molecules,2 encap-

sulation and delivery of bioactive cargos,18 artificial bioreactors,5 fibrillosomes19 and protocells.1 However, significant stabilization of w/w emulsions is still a big challenge,
due to the ultralow tension of water-water interfaces20-21
and the associated large interfacial thickness.22-23 In contrast to oil-water emulsions, amphiphilic molecules are
not efficient stabilizers for w/w emulsions, because of the
chemical similarity of the two aqueous phases, and are
deemed too small to straddle the thick interfacial zone.2425 Recently, colloidal particles have been introduced to
enhance the stability of w/w emulsions by the so-called
Pickering mechanism.26-27 The energy of detachment of a
spherical particle from a fluid interface (ΔG) depends on
particle radius (R), contact angle (θ), and interfacial tension (γw/w),28
∆G = πR 2 γ w / w (1− | cos θ |) 2

(1)

Strong adsorption of larger particles to the interface
can dramatically increase the detachment energy,29-30 despite the low interfacial tension,31 only if the diameter of
the particles exceeds several hundred nm.5, 32 Moreover,
the coverage of particles at the surface of emulsion droplets serves as a steric barrier against the coalescence of
the droplets, therefore significantly slowing down macroscopic phase separation.32 Over the past years, by delicate
control over the size or geometry of the particles, reason-

ably stable w/w emulsions have been prepared using for
example latex particles,28 gibbsite nanoplates23 and cellulose nanorods.33 Considering the promising potential of
w/w emulsions in biological applications, protein- or polysaccharide-based emulsifiers are particularly attractive.
In the early studies, liposomes,5 protein nanofibrils,19 polysaccharide-coated protein particles34 and heat-denatured
protein particles32, 34-35 have been designed.
Conjugating protein molecules with polyethylene glycol
(PEG), a well-established technique known as PEGylation,
can efficiently improve the stability and potency of protein pharmaceuticals.36 PEGs are non-toxic, nonimmunogenic, non-antigenic, water-soluble polymers and
clinically approved.37 It is believed that PEG chains, grafted on protein by covalent bonds, entangle around the
protein surface through hydrophobic interaction38 and
such conjugation increases the size and molecular weight
of the conjugated protein (See Table S1). Moreover, proteins most readily aggregate under non-denaturing conditions at pH close to the isoelectric point (PI).39 This a feasible and gentle method to tailor a suitable size40 and wettability41-42 of protein conjugates. Inspired by this, here we
propose a novel highly biocompatible methoxy PEG
(mPEG)-protein conjugate as the stabilizer of w/w emulsions, which are readily achieved by reacting a protein
(Bovine Serum Albumin, BSA) with mPEG-acetaldehyde
(ALD) via Schiff base chemistry at a pH near the PI of the
protein (Figure 1a). Depending on the reaction duration,
the diameter of the conjugates can be easily controlled to
a preferred range of between 200 and 500 nm (PEGylation-induced gradual aggregation of BSA to form conjugate particles). Furthermore, in a widely used
PEG/dextran (Dex) system which phase separates into
two aqueous phases, native BSA molecules readily partition into the Dex-rich phase (no stable emulsion) whilst
the mPEG-BSA conjugate particles display interfacial affinity and hence act to stabilize w/w emulsions. More
importantly, mPEG has good solubility and biocompatibility for bioactive protein43 and the bioactivity of the
protein is preserved. Using urease as a model protein,
mPEG-urease conjugate particles are preferentially situated at the water-water interfaces where they play a dual
role not only as emulsion stabilizers but also as interfacial
biocatalysts.

Figure 1. Design of the polymer-protein conjugate particles
with biocatalytic activity for the stablizition of water-inwater emulsions (a). Morphology and wettability of mPEGBSA conjugate particles. The SEM images ×5000 (b), ×30000
(c), scheme of a conjugate particle at the W/W interface (d)

and measurement of conjugate particle surface wettability
(e), three-phase contact angle (θ) photographs of BSA (f) and
mPEG-BSA conjugate particles, PP (g).

The size and surface wettability of particles are thought
to be significant in stabilizing w/w Pickering emulsions.
In order to increase the size and tailor the wettability of
BSA, mPEG-ALD is grafted to BSA by a Schiff base reaction (see Figure S2 and Figure S3). To investigate the
morphology of the mPEG-BSA conjugate particles, SEM
images are shown in Figure 1b and 1c. It can be seen that
mPEG-BSA conjugate particles have diameters in the
range 200-500 nm. Compared with BSA molecules (4
nm×4 nm×14 nm)44 the irregular spherical aggregates indicate that the size of mPEG-BSA conjugate particles is
larger than the native BSA molecules due to the aggregation of many mPEG-BSA molecules.
The three-phase contact angle θ of a particle stabilizer
at the water-water interface is a fundamental parameter.
When θ approaches 90o the emulsifiers prefer to anchor
at the interface which is beneficial for the stability of w/w
Pickering emulsions (Figure 1d). As shown in Figure 1e, θ
is determined by depositing a particle film on a glass surface (Figure S1). The value of θ of 35.8° is displayed for
native BSA film (Figure 1f) implying a marked preference
of the BSA molecules for the Dex-rich phase. In contrast,
θ for mPEG-BSA conjugate particles increases to 91.6°
(Figure 1g), which is a suitable wettability to assemble
these particles at the interface to stabilize w/w emulsions.
This fact verifies that mPEG-ALD modification can efficiently increase the hydrophobicity of BSA and strengthen the affinity of BSA to PEG due to the long (-CH2CH2O)n segments grafted on the protein.
To prove the stabilizing effect of mPEG-BSA conjugate
particles, the storage stability of the w/w emulsions at the
natural pH 7.0 after 24 h is examined and compared with
those without any emulsifier or using native BSA as emulsifier. The diameter of mPEG-BSA conjugate particles is
about 300 nm at pH 7.0 (Figure S4). Figure 2a shows the
macroscopic appearance of the mixtures. It can be seen
that the blank ATPS completely phase separates (within
30 min) to a Dex-rich phase at the bottom and a PEG-rich
phase at the top. Addition of native BSA has no effect on
the emulsification tendency. However, the addition of
mPEG-BSA conjugate particles led to stabilization of Dexin-PEG emulsions, i.e. the dextran droplets do not fuse
even though they sediment. A fluorescence microscopy
image recorded a few minutes after preparation of the
emulsion in the presence of 0.5 wt.% mPEG-BSA conjugate particles shows the labeled particles situated at the
water-water interface of droplets seen in Figure 2b. The
result is due to the large size and suitable wettability of
mPEG-BSA conjugate particles. The emulsion remains
stable to coalescence for over a week with no change in
the drop size distribution.
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mPEG-BSA conjugate particles (Figure 3g and h). The
bulky mPEG-BSA conjugate particles render the droplets
heavy which causes them to settle to the vial bottom. The
relatively rapid sedimentation of dextran droplets compared to PEG droplets is due to the large difference in the
molar masses of the two polymers. The nominal weightaverage molar mass is 500 kDa for dextran but only 8 kDa
for PEG. Hence the lighter PEG droplets have relatively
slower speed during the process of sedimentation. These
results suggest that the sedimentation velocity of w/w
emulsions can be controlled by choosing suitable molar
masses of mPEG-protein conjugate particles, PEG and
dextran. In addition, pH is an interesting variable affecting the stability of Pickering emulsions stabilized by polymer-protein conjugate particles linked to changes in the
particle charge (Figures S5-S7).

Figure 2. (a) Digital photographs of w/w emulsions at pH 7.0
containing either no emulsifier (blank), 0.5 wt.% BSA or 0.5
wt.% mPEG-BSA conjugate particles after 24 hr storage at
room temperature, (b) fluorescence microscopy image of
Dex-in-PEG emulsion in the presence of 0.5 wt.% mPEG-BSA
conjugate particles and 20 ppm mPEG-BSA-FITC conjugate
particles (label). Optical microscopy images of Dex-in-PEG
emulsion droplets at pH 7.0 at various concentrations of
mPEG-BSA conjugate particles, CPP (wt.%): (c) 0.3, (d) 0.4,
(e) 0.5, (f) 0.6. (g) Effect of CPP on the mean diameter of the
emulsion droplets. The emulsions contain 8.5 wt.% PEG and
8 wt.% Dex with the initial volume fraction of Dex phase
being 0.3.

To learn more about the droplet size for w/w emulsions,
we measured the average droplet size as a function of
mPEG-BSA conjugate particle concentration. The droplet
size for a given polymer mixture composition is inversely
correlated with the concentration of mPEG-BSA conjugate particles (Figure 2c-f). The droplet size increases as
the particle concentration is reduced (Figure 2g), which
can be explained by the fact that incompletely covered
small droplets will coalesce yielding larger droplets until
the interface is fully stabilized.45-46 Alongside this, the
stability to coalescence of the emulsions improved at
higher particle concentration.
To explore the effect of composition on the stability of
water-in-water emulsions, the evolution with time of
emulsions at different compositions in the presence of 0.5
wt.% mPEG-BSA conjugate particles is shown in Figure 3.
The w/w emulsions are stable to coalescence for at least a
week at all compositions. The fluorescence images of w/w
emulsions at different compositions show that dextran
droplets are formed in a continuous PEG phase for CPEG >
4 wt.% (Figure 3e), while PEG droplets are formed in a
continuous dextran phase at lower PEG concentrations
(Figure 3f). Emulsion phase inversion takes place when
the volume fraction (ϕ) of the dextran phase becomes
larger than about 0.45 due to the packing of droplets47. In
both cases, the droplets are covered with a layer of

Figure 3. (a-d) Evolution with time of emulsions formed by
PEG-Dex mixtures of different composition in the presence
of 0.5 wt.% mPEG-BSA conjugate particles at pH 7.0.
CPEG/CDex (wt.%) from left to right: 7.4/2; 6.3/4; 5.5/5.5;
4.3/7.7; 3.3/9.5 and 1.9/12. Those enclosed by the red box are
Dex-in-PEG whilst those in the blue box are PEG-in-Dex.
Fluorescence micrographs of the FITC-BSA signal for Dex
phase in the presence of 0.5 wt.% mPEG-BSA conjugate particles with different compositions, (e) CPEG = 4.3 wt.%, CDex =
7.7 wt.% and (f) CPEG = 3.3 wt.%, CDex = 9.5 wt.%. (g, h)
Sketch of Dex-in-PEG and PEG-in-Dex drops respectively
with the former sedimenting more rapidly.

Urease can catalyze the hydrolysis of urea to ammonium carbonate. As shown in Figure 4, a comparison of the
catalytic activity of particle-stabilized emulsions is
demonstrated. In one case the enzyme is incorporated
within the particles (mPEG-urease conjugate particles)
and in the other case it is dissolved in the dextran droplets. Urease prefers to be partitioned in the Dex-rich
phase (see Table S2). Figure 4a shows the evolution of the
product conductivity in the bottom phase (emulsion)
with time for Dex-in-PEG emulsions stabilized by either
mPEG-urease conjugate particles (squares) or heatdenatured mPEG-urease conjugate particles with urease
dissolved in the droplets (circles). The amount of product
in the first case is higher than in the second case. In both
cases the emulsions are stable to coalescence up to at
least 90 min (insert). Figure 4b and Figure 4c are the
schematic illustration of the enzyme reactions. Comparing Figure 4b and Figure 4c, the only difference is that the
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native urease is mainly in the dextran droplets (Figure 4b)
whilst the bioactive mPEG-urease conjugate particles are
mainly at the w/w emulsion interfaces (Figure 4c). The
particle-stabilized emulsions with the enzyme incorporated in the particles enable an increased possibility of
contact between enzyme and substrate, and reduce the
diffusion distance of the substrate from the continuous
phase to the droplet phase. Therefore, the catalytic activity is higher when the enzyme is incorporated in the particles than when it is dissolved in dextran droplets. Consequently, the mPEG-protein conjugate particles prepared
by Schiff base reaction in this work not only exhibit bioactivity but also enhance enzyme reactions through locating at the interface of w/w emulsions.
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ABBREVIATIONS

Figure 4. Biocatalytic activity of mPEG-urease conjugate
particles. (a) Evolution of the product conductivity with time
for Dex-in-PEG emulsions (bottom phase). Squares - stabilised by mPEG-urease conjugate particles; circles - represent
urease dissolved in Dex droplets stabilized by heatdenatured mPEG-urease conjugate particles. Inset - photos
of corresponding vessels after 90 min. Schematic illustration
of the reaction with urease in Dex droplet (b) and with
mPEG-urease particles at w/w droplet interface (c). Emulsions contain 8.5 wt.% PEG, 8 wt.% dextran, 20 mg mL-1 urea,
pH = 7.0.

In summary, we report the preparation of bioactive particulate emulsifiers prepared by conjugating protein with
mPEG to efficiently stabilize w/w emulsions. In comparison with native BSA which readily partitions into the
Dex-rich phase, the mPEG-BSA conjugate emulsifiers developed here adsorb strongly at the water-water interface
due to their suitable size (200-500 nm) and wettability (θ
= 91.6°). Both Dex-in-PEG and PEG-in-Dex emulsions can
be readily obtained by varying the initial volume fraction
of the two phases. The size of the resulting emulsion
droplets decreases upon increasing the particle concentration. Considering the properties of all-aqueous, compartmental and interfacial biocatalyst particle-stabilized
w/w emulsions, we expect them to have wide applications
in life sciences, such as in biomedical applications and
biomimetic microreactors.
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